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INTRODUCTION
 .The Borel subgroup of GL n, q consists of the invertible upper-
 .triangular n = n matrices over the finite field GF q . Motivated by a
question of M. Geck we prove that these groups are M-groups for all n
and q, i.e., that all irreducible complex characters are obtained by induc-
tion from linear characters of various subgroups. Note that if q is not just
a prime, then these groups are soluble but not supersoluble.
 .For this purpose, we will define a class of finite algebras DN-algebras
and examine the structure of the unit group. Finite algebra means a finite
.dimensional algebra with identity over a finite field. The general result is
that these groups are M-groups and that, moreover, every character
r . sdegree has the form q q y 1 , where r, s are non-negative integers. We
w xwill use the results and definitions from the paper 1 of Isaacs. We recall
the main definition and result that we shall need:
 .DEFINITION. Let R be a finite algebra over the field K, and J s J R
the Jacobson radical. Then the group 1 q J is called a K-algebra group.
 w x.THEOREM A Isaacs 1 . Let G be a K-algebra group where K is a field
with q elements. Then all irreducible complex characters of G ha¨e q-power
degree.
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1. SOME LEMMAS
 4LEMMA 1.1. Let G be a finite group, G s N ) N ) ??? ) N s 1 a0 1 r
 4strictly decreasing chain of normal subgroups in G, and A s a , a , . . . , a a1 2 s
finite set of positi¨ e integers, such that the following conditions are satisfied:
 .a The elements in A are mutually coprime.
 . < <b We ha¨e N : N g A for all i - r.i iq1
 .  .  .c For each i and x g Irr N , there exist a ??? a G 0 with x 1 si 1 s
aa1 aa2 ??? aas.1 2 s
Then, for each i - r and each irreducible character x of N , the restriction ofi
< <x to N is either irreducible or consists of N : N distinct irreducibleiq1 i iq1
constituents.
Proof. Using Clifford's Theorem, we can express the restriction of x to
N in the formiq1
t
g ix s e w , x 1 rw 1 s et , .  .Niq1
is1
where w is an irreducible character of N , and the g are certainiq1 i
elements of N such that the characters w g i are distinct. Using Hypothesesi
 .  .  .  . b1 b2 bsa and c , we have x 1 rw 1 s a a ??? a , with b G 0 for all i. Let1 2 s i
< < w x  .  .a s N : N g A. We know by Corollary 11.29 of 2 that x 1 rw 1i iq1
< <divides N : N . It follows that et must be 1 or a.i iq1
 .If et s 1 then w g Irr N , i.e., the restriction of x to N isN iq1 iq1iq1
irreducible.
< < 2 w x w  .Ni xIf et s a then N : N s a s et F e t s x x s x , xi iq1 N , N Niq1 iq1 iq1
< < < <F N : N . Hence we conclude that e s 1, t s N : N , i.e., the re-i iq1 i iq1
striction of x to N consists of a distinct constituents.iq1
 4LEMMA 1.2. Let G be a finite group and G s N ) N ) ??? ) N s 10 1 r
a strictly decreasing sequence of normal subgroups in G. Suppose that, for all
i - r, the restriction of an irreducible character x of N to N is eitheri iq1
< <irreducible or consists of N : N distinct irreducible constituents. Then G isi iq1
an M-group.
 .  .Proof. Let w s x g Irr G and for each i G 0, let w g Irr N0 iq1 iq1
 .be a constituent of the restriction of w g Irr N to N . We denote thei i iq1
number of conjugates of w under the action of N by a . By assumptioniq1 i i
< <we have a s 1 or a s N : N for all i.i i i iq1
 4  4Let k , . . . , k be the set of all i g 0, . . . , r y 1 where a / 1. We1 s i
define a chain of subgroups by T [ G and T [ inertia subgroup of0 i
 .w g Irr N in T for i G 1. Furthermore, we define irreducible1qk 1qk iy1i i
 .characters c g Irr T recursively as follows. If i s 0 then T s G andi i 0
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 .c [ x . Assume that i ) 0 and that c g Irr T has been already0 iy1 iy1
 .defined. By Clifford theory there exists an irreducible character c g Irr Ti i
such that c Tiy1 s c and such that the restriction of c to Ni iy1 i 1qk i
contains the character w as a constituent.1qk i
Then, clearly, we have x s c G, and we claim that the degree of c is 1.s s
At first note that
s
< < < <x 1 s c 1 G : T s c 1 T : T .  .  . s s s iy1 i
is1
and, on the other hand, that
r s s
< <x 1 s w 1 rw 1 s w 1 rw 1 s N : N . .  .  .  .  .  iy1 i k 1qk k 1qki i i i
is1 is1 is1
Hence it will be sufficient to prove the following equality, for all i - s
w xT : T s N : N .iy1 i k 1qki i
Now, the left hand side is the index of the inertia subgroup of w in1qk i
 .T which also equals the number of conjugates of w g Irr Niy1 1qk 1qki i
under the action with elements of T . But this is the number ofiy1
irreducible constituents of the restriction of w to N note thatk 1qki i
N F N F T , and that w is invariant under the action withk 1qk iy1 ki iy1 i
.elements of T , since w is the restriction of w to N , which isiy1 k 1qk ki iy1 i
the right hand side, by assumption. This completes the proof.
LEMMA 1.3. Let G be a finite cyclic group, where G acts on the finite set
X. Then the permutation character x determines the permutation representa-
tion.
w xProof. By the Lemma 13.23 of 2 the permutation representation is
determined by knowing the number of fixed points of every subgroup. If
every subgroup is cyclic, this is the same as knowing the number of fixed
points of every element, and that is the permutation character.
2. N-ALGEBRAS AND DN-ALGEBRAS
DEFINITION. Let A be a finite dimensional K-algebra, where K is a
finite field. We say that A is an N-algebra if the set of the nilpotent
elements of A is an ideal of A. We denote
< 4G A s x g A x is a unit .
< 4N A s x g A x is nilpotent . .
 .Note that N A equals the Jacobson radical of A.
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 .LEMMA 2.1. Let A be an N-algebra o¨er K. Then ArN A , K [ K1 2
[ ??? [ K where the K are isomorphic to extension fields of K.n i
 .Proof. It is clear that the factor algebra ArN A does not contain any
 .nilpotent element except zero. On the other hand we know that ArN A
  .  . .is semisimple. We use here that N A s J A . The Wedderburn Theo-
 .rem implies that ArN A , K [ K [ ??? [ K where the K are exten-1 2 n i
sion fields of K.
DEFINITION. Let A be an N-algebra. We say that A is a DN-algebra if
ArN is isomorphic to a direct sum of copies of K.
LEMMA 2.2. Let A be a DN-algebra. Then all subalgebras of A are also
DN-algebras.
 . Proof. If A F A then A is an N-algebra and A rN A s A r A1 1 1 1 1 1
 ..   ..  .  . < K <y1l N A , A q N A rN A F ArN A , K [ ??? [ K. Hence x1
 .is idempotent for all x g A rN A . We know by Lemma 2.1 that1 1
 .A rN A , K [ ??? [ K where K are isomorphic to extension fields1 1 1 n i
of K. It follows that K , K.i
LEMMA 2.3. Let A be a DN-algebra and let I be an ideal contained in
 .N A . Then ArI is also a DN-algebra.
 .  .Proof. It is clear that ArI is an N-algebra and N ArI s N A rI.
 .  .  .   . .  .We have ArI rN ArI s ArI r N A rI , ArN A , K [ ??? [ K.
Remark. It is true that every factor algebra of a DN-algebra is also a
DN-algebra, but we do not need this.
 .LEMMA 2.4. Let G s G A , where A is a DN-algebra o¨er a field K and
< <  .K s q. Then for each element g g G, the order of C g has the formG
r . s < <q q y 1 for integers r, s G 0. Consequently, G and the size of each
conjugacy class of G has this form
 .Proof. Let U be the unit group of ArJ A . We know that U , K*
< <  . s[ ??? [ K* so we have U s q y 1 . The natural homomorphism A ª
 .  .ArJ A maps G A onto U. Also, for each element u in U, every element
 .  . <  . < <  . < < <of the coset J A q u lies in G A . It follows that G A s J A U .
 . <  . < r . sSince J A is a vector space over K we have G A s q q y 1 . Let
 .   ..   ..g g G, then clearly C g s G C g , and by Lemma 2.2, G C g isG A A
<  . < also a DN-algebra, hence C g has the required form too. Since q, q yG
. <  . < <  . <1 s 1, it follows that Cl g s G : C g has such a form also.A
 .LEMMA 2.5. Let G s G A , where A is a DN-algebra o¨er a field K and
< <  .K s q. Then there exists a chain of normal subgroups G A s G ) G )0 1
 .  .??? ) G s 1 q N A where G rG , Z and G s G A for somer i iq1 qy1 i i
 .subalgebra A i s 0, . . . , r y 1 .i
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 . r  .   ..Proof. Let ArN A , K . Then G A r 1 q N A is an abelian group.
 .  . r < 4Take A rN A s x , x , . . . , x g K x s x s ??? s x and G si 1 2 r 1 2 iq1 i
 .G A . These subgroups clearly have the required properties.i
 .LEMMA 2.6. Let A be a DN-algebra o¨er K with N A / 0 and let I be a
 .  .  .minimal ideal contained in J A s N A . Then dim I s 1.
Proof. First, note that on every simple A-module, each element of A
acts like multiplication by some scalar. This is so because N annihilates
any such module and we only need to understand the modules for ArN,
which is a direct sum of copies of K. Since IN - I, we have IN s 0 and I
is a semi-simple right A-module. Its homogeneous components are thus
ideals of A and hence there is just one. In other words, I is a direct sum of
isomorphic simple A-modules. It follows that each element of A acts by
scalar multiplication on I and thus every K-subspace of I is a right ideal of
A. Similarly, every subspace of I is a left ideal and the result follows.
 < < .LEMMA 2.7. Let A be a DN-algebra o¨er the field K with K s q such
 .that N s N A / 0. Then there exists a chain 1 q N s N ) N ) ??? ) 10 1
 . < <s N of normal subgroups in G A such that N : N s q and N s 1 q Rk i iq1 i i
for some ideals R : A.i
Proof. Lemma 2.6 and Lemma 2.3 yield a chain R s N ) R ) ??? )0 1
 .0 s R of ideals R : A such that dim R rR s 1. Let N s 1 q R .k i i iq1 i i
 . < < < <Then the N are normal subgroups in G A with NrN s K s q.i i iq1
Remark. By Isaacs' Theorem A above, N is a q-power-degree groupi
 w x.see 1 . This property will be needed later in the proof of Theorem 3.2.
 .3. CHARACTERS OF G A , WHERE A IS A
DN-ALGEBRA
 < < .THEOREM 3.1. Let A be a DN-algebra o¨er K with K s q and x an
 .  . r . sirrreducible character of G A . Then x 1 s q q y 1 for some r, s G 0.
 .  .  .Proof. Let N s N A . If A s K ? 1 q N then G A s K* = 1 q N
 .  .  .  .and x 1 s w 1 for some w g Irr 1 q N because K* is abelian . By
 . rIsaacs' Theorem, x 1 s q . We assume now that A / K ? 1 q N. We
work by induction on the dimension of A. It follows by Lemma 2.5 that
 .there exists a subalgebra A F A such that G A is a normal subgroup of1 1
 .  .  .G A and G A rG A is isomorphic to Z . Note that, by Lemma 2.2,1 qy1
the algebra A is again a DN-algebra.1
 .  .  .The factor group G A rG A acts by conjugation on the conjugacy1
 .classes of G A . The union of conjugacy classes from an orbit are the1
 .conjugacy classes of G A . It follows by Lemma 2.4 that the size of an
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 .  .orbit is either 1 or q y 1. Now G A rG A also acts on the characters of1
 . w xG A , and by 2, 6.32 , the permutation characters of the two operations1
  ..are the same. Lemma 1.3 implies that the orbits of Irr G A have either1
  ..length 1 or q y 1. This means that, for w g Irr G A , one of the1
 .  .following holds: Let I w denote the inertia subgroup of w in G A .G A.
Then either
 .  .  .1 I w s G A orG A.
 .  .  .2 I w s G A .G A. 1
 .  .  w x.In case 1 , the restriction of x to G A is irreducible see 2, 11.22 .1
 .  .Hence, by induction on dim A , x 1 is of the required form.
 .In case 2 , x is obtained by induction from an irreducible character of
 .  .  .G A . Since the index of G A in G A is q y 1, induction again1 1
 .implies that x 1 is of the required form.
 .THEOREM 3.2. Let A be a DN-algebra o¨er a finite field K. Then G A is
an M-group.
Proof. By Lemma 2.5, Lemma 2.7, Isaacs Theorem A above, and
 .Theorem 3.1 there exists a normal series of G A ,
G A ) G A ) ??? ) G A .  .  .1 r
s K ? 1 q N ) N s 1 q N ) N ) ??? ) 1 s N ,0 1 k
where the N are K-algebra groups. Denote the terms of the series byi
H ) H ) ??? . Then the following properties hold:0 1
 . < <  41 H : H g q, q y 1 for all i.i iq1
 .  . r . s  .2 x 1 s q q y 1 for all x g Irr H .i
 .It follows by Lemma 1.1 and Lemma 1.2 that G A is an M-group.
 .COROLLARY 3.3. The Borel subgroup of GL n, q is an M-group.
 .It was conjectured by M. Geck.
Proof. Let A be the algebra of all upper-triangular n = n matrices
with entries in the finite field K of q elements. Then the nilpotent
elements in A are the strictly upper-triangular matrices, so A is an
 .N-algebra. Moreover the factor ring ArN A is isomorphic to the ring of
n  .diagonal matrices, hence to K . Thus A is a DN-algebra, and G A is the
 .Borel subgroup of GL n, q .
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